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Romeʼs ruins are such an integral
part of the Eternal City that it can
be surprising when sometimes bits

of them fall off. Nobody was hurt after a
few fragments fell early Tuesday morning
from the Porta Maggiore gate, whose
monumental double arches once provid-
ed a gateway through the third-century
Aurelian Walls.

But the monument-which originally
supported two of the cityʼs aqueducts and
is now located behind Romeʼs main train
station-was temporarily closed off while it
was checked, according to a statement
from the city authorities. The fragments of
tufa-a type of easy-to-cut rock used in
Roman-era construction-fell off around
6:15 am, landing on a pavement “without

causing any damage to people or things”,
it said.

“At first glance, there does not seem to
be any further damage,” said the state-
ment, which added that “the overall state
of conservation of the monument is
good”. Normal pedestrian and road traffic
was not affected.

Residents have long complained
about the state of monuments and roads
in the city, which draws millions of tourists
each year to see such wonders as the
Colosseum. “We really need mainte-
nance here in Rome,” said Veronica
Rinaldin, 33, who works near the Porta
Maggiore, which is often marred by over-
grown weeds and garbage.

A police officer told AFP on condition
of anonymity that tufa provided an excel-
lent base for certain plants to grow, and
their roots often split the stone. “It doesnʼt
happen often. It happens if they are
abandoned and neglected,” the officer
said. — AFP

Want to play “Squid Game” for
real? Netflix is looking for recruits
to compete for millions of dollars-

and even promises not to have you vio-
lently murdered if you lose. “With the
largest cast in reality TV history, 456 real
players will enter the game in pursuit of a
life-changing cash prize of $4.56 million,”
the streaming platform said on a site set
up to look for candidates.

“Squid Game: The Challenge” is look-
ing for English-speakers from around the
globe, aged at least 21 and free to travel
for up to a month in early 2023. Unlike
the original, ultra-violent fictional show
from South Korea, that became one of
the biggest-ever hits on Netflix last year,
losing contestants will not be killed.

“The stakes are high, but in this game

the worst fate is going home empty-hand-
ed,” the platform promises. Describing the
new reality show as its “biggest-ever
social experiment”, Netflix says players
will compete “in a series of heart-stopping
games”.

The original fictional series was seen
as a biting satire on modern capitalism,
with contestants drawn from the fringes of
society to play childrenʼs games for the
chance to win big sums of money-with the
threat of being killed if they lose. The new
announcement comes shortly after Netflix
confirmed a second season of the “Squid
Game” was on the way. In April, its creator
Hwang Dong-hyuk said the follow-up
would not be ready until 2024. — AFP

A view shows the cordoned off
Porta Maggiore gate in Rome after
a part of an arch fell off. — AFP 

No, Happy the elephant
isn’t a person, New
York’s top court says

As intelligent as she is, Happy the
elephant doesnʼt meet the definition
of a “person” and is therefore not

being illegally confined in the Bronx Zoo,
New Yorkʼs top court ruled Tuesday in a
closely watched case for animal rights.
The stateʼs Court of Appeals 5-2 verdict
against the habeas corpus proceeding
filed by the Nonhuman Rights Project
(NRP) means Happy will remain in her
one-acre lot, where she has lived for 45
years, rather than moving to a much larg-
er sanctuary. NRP had contended Asian
elephant, who was born in the wild in
1971, is an “extraordinarily cognitively
complex and autonomous nonhuman”
who should be “recognized as a legal per-
son with the right to bodily liberty protect-
ed by the common law.”

It was the latest legal defeat for the
organization, which has previously
made similar petitions on behalf of other
elephants as well as chimpanzees
throughout the United States. The
majority decision, written by Chief
Justice Janet DiFiore, acknowledged
“no one disputes that elephants are
intelligent beings deserving of proper
care and compassion.”

But she affirmed the decisions of lower
courts that previously heard the case,
writing: “Because the writ of habeas cor-
pus is intended to protect the liberty right
of human beings to be free of unlawful
confinement, it has no applicability to
Happy, a nonhuman animal who is not a
ʻpersonʼ subjected to illegal detention.”
“Granting legal personhood to a nonhu-
man animal in such a manner would have
significant implications for the interactions

of humans and animals in all facets of life,
including risking the disruption of property
rights, the agricultural industry (among
others), and medical research efforts,”
DiFiore added.

If such relief were granted to ele-
phants, “What of dolphins-or dogs? What
about cows or pigs or chickens-species
routinely confined in conditions far more
restrictive than the elephant enclosure at
the Bronx Zoo?”

Reacting to the news, NRP praised the
two dissenting judges, and said their
views, as well as the fact that the case
was heard in New Yorkʼs highest court,
represented hope for the cause in the
future. Justice Rowan Wilson wrote:
“When the majority answers, ʻNo, animals
cannot have rights,ʼ I worry for that ani-
mal, but I worry even more greatly about
how that answer denies and denigrates
the human capacity for understanding,
empathy and compassion.”

Wilson recalled the case of Ota Benga,
a member of the Mbuti pygmy people who
was kidnapped from Africa and placed on
exhibit at the Bronx Zoo in 1906, attract-
ing a quarter of a million visitors. Wilson
said that while Benga was a human being
and Happy was not, “The crucial point
from both Mr Bengaʼs and Happyʼs con-
finement... is that both suffered greatly
from confinement that, though not in viola-
tion of any statutory law, produced little or
no social benefit.”

DiFiore retorted that was “an odious
comparison with concerning implications,”
adding, “We are unpersuaded.” She con-
cluded with the observation that enor-
mous interest generated by the case was
“a testament to the complicated and ever-
evolving relationship between human
beings and other animals,” but stressed
that ongoing debate should be settled by
legislation, not the courts. — AFP

English bulldogs
‘suffering’, twice at
risk of health issues

English bulldogs are twice as likely to
get common health problems than
other dogs, new research published

Wednesday found, as vets urged people
to look beyond the cuteness of flat-faced
breeds to see that they are “suffering”.
The hugely popular dogs are 38 times
more likely to develop skin fold infections,
27 times at greater risk of a disorder
called “cherry eye” and nearly 20 times
more likely to have breathing problems
than other dogs, the research found. Dan
OʼNeill of Britainʼs Royal Veterinary
College, one of the authors of the study,
emphasized that it is not the dogsʼ fault,
saying they “often are truly lovely”.

“This isnʼt a dog problem, the dogs are
suffering, this is a human problem,” he
told AFP. The researchers took a random

sample of more than 2,650 English bull-
dogs and 22,000 other companion dogs
that had veterinary care in the UK in
2016, collected from the database of the
Royal Veterinary Collegeʼs VetCompass
project.

The study, published in the journal
Canine Medicine and Genetics, found that
English bulldogs have double the odds of
having at least one common health disor-
der per year than other dogs. Research
using VetCompass data earlier this year
showed that English bulldogs have a life
expectancy of 7.4 years, compared to the
average of 11.2 years for other compan-
ion dogs.

There have also been recent studies
using VetCompass data showing the
health problems suffered by fellow flat-
faced pugs and French bulldogs.
Wednesdayʼs study meanwhile found that
English bulldogs were less likely to get
some illnesses, such as dental disease,
heart murmur and flea infestation.

But even these positives are likely con-
nected to their extreme breeding, OʼNeill
said. Because bulldogs “have so many
head and oral issues they salivate all the

time... that drooling might actually be
helping their teeth because itʼs flushing
out their mouth,” he said.

Pricey pup 
Sonia Saxon of the UKʼs Bulldog

Breed Council said a big problem was

that many dogs were not being bred to
the countryʼs breed standard. Saxon, her
bulldog Martha snoring gently at her side,
told AFP from Britain that some English
bulldogs were being bred to be smaller, or
have different colors, as a way to market
them as unique. “On social media theyʼre

classing them as rare and charging
30,000 to 40,000 pounds ($36,000 to
$48,000),” she said. “The more extreme,
the more money they ask for.”

OʼNeill, who worked as a vet for more
than 20 years, said that simply banning
English bulldogs would not solve the
problem-the wider problem is “extreme
conformation”. Conformation is how dogs
are bred to conform with the expected
standards of their breed. What needs to
change is “our mental image of what a
bulldog should look like,” he said.

“They can have longer noses, get rid of
those skin folds, smaller heads-they can
still be a bulldog, but not like the ones we
have.” He told those considering buying a
flat-faced breed to “walk a day-even an
hour-in that dogʼs life”. “Every minute of
every day, struggling to breathe. Every
minute of every day with skin that is likely
to be painful and infected because of all
the folds,” he said. “Why not choose a
puppy with good innate health,” he said,
“as opposed to a puppy that is highly like-
ly to have severe health issues?”

The Sidi MʼCid suspended bridge in
Constantine, Algeria, is a mar-
velous piece of architecture that

attracts visitors from near and far. The

bridge, designed by French Engineer
Ferdinand Arnodin, began construction
in 1909 and finished in 1912. It is 175
meters high from the ground and 186

meters in length. It weighs around 17
tons and is five meters wide. — KUNA


